
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

ULTIMATE 50 ml INSTRUCTIONS 

Ultimate is a UV Stable (non-yellowing) buff colored 50 ml cartridge system 

for use with adapter in contractor grade caulk guns. This two-component 

system is dispensed at a 2:1 ratio. When setting anchors, spot bonding or 

laying a bead out, it is required to use the mix nozzle for precise mixing. For 

small repairs it is recommended to not use the nozzle and simply squeeze 

both parts out into a mixing cup. Since you already have the correct ratio of 

part A and part B squeezed into the cup just mix with a flat stick for 20-30 

seconds and apply to your substrate. Ultimate has a quick setup time of 20 

minutes at 75F. Higher temperatures will reduce setup time.  Cooler 

temperatures will increase setup time. Ultimate is not recommended for 

large assemblies requiring additional time for adjustments. Use a small 

amount of Ultimate on a practice stone to give you an idea of how much 

time you have to work. Apply (butter) enough material to your substrate so 

when pushing into place your squeeze-out is roughly 1/8th inch thick. Once 

the epoxy is cured, remove excess Ultimate with sanding pad enclosed until 

you remove surface resin. Ultimate is recommended for small patching 

holes, chips or reattaching stone when tight structural bonds are needed. In 

larger cracks or joints, hold back the Ultimate from the face of stone or tool 

back Ultimate and after cure apply HRM to the surface flush. Ultimate is 

also available in 250ml cartridges and quart containers. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

HISTORIC RESTORATION MORTAR INSTRUCTIONS 

Step 1). Finding your matching color. The repair kit has 3 standard Part A 

colors. A color chart is available on our web-site at 

https://www.bonstone.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/07/HRM-Colors.pdf 

This chart will give you more starting point options for which color to use in 

an inconspicuous mock-up area or a test mix on a board. The finished color 

will lighten up when cured. To test for color, mix up a small amount on a 

stick or surface and let it set up or use a heat gun to accelerate the cure to 

see final color. You can mix the various mortar colors of part A (example 1 

scoop of Buff with 1 scoop of gray) with each other if needed for variation. 

Step 2). Once you have determined the color to use, simply scoop Part A 

color into the enclosed mix cup and squeeze out a small amount of the Part 

B into cup creating a thick mortar-like consistency. You can add more part A 

or B if needed to get the thickness necessary for you vertical or horizontal 

repair. Mix 5 parts A with 2 parts B, If the mix is too “soupy” just add more 

part A. Spritz the stone surface with a mist of water, especially in elevated 

temperatures. A slurry coat of A and B may be necessary for larger holes 

acting as a primer. Mix for 20 seconds and apply to substrate.  Set time will 

range depending on temperature (approx. 45 min to 2hrs).  If overfilling and 

sanding is required, let the patch cure for several hours.  If you prefer to use 

the scrape method, let the slightly over filled patch setup for 10 to 20 

minutes before tooling flush. 

Step 3). If the color is slightly off, you can apply a thin topcoat if needed. 

Powdered tints are available for slight color modifications 

 


